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ABSTRACT. Well-developed elevated beaches, deltaic deposits, marine-boulder pavements and wave-
washed bedrock surfaces are found from Cape Bernacchi north to Granite Harbour. The highest measured 
marine feature, an elevated beach at Dunlop Island, is 20 in (67 ft) above sea-lcvcl. The highest beaches at 
Marble Point and Cape Roberts, about 48 km (30 miles) apart, arc about 20 111 (66 ft) above sea-lcvcl. The 
marine limit between these two points is, therefore, essentially horizontal. The highest beach at Cape 
Bernacchi. approximately 4.8 km (3 miles) south of Marble Point, is about t2 m (40 ft) above sea-level. 
Well-developed elevated beaches disappear about 3.2 km (2 Eiiiles) south of Cape Bernacchi and are not 
found between this point and Koeltliu Glacier. 

These beaches post-date the youngest glaciatiou recognized in the lower Wright Valley. A '<C analysis 
of an elephant seal buried in a 13 m (44 ft) beach at Marble Point indicates that this beach is 4 450-r 150 
years old. As sea-level at this time was approximately 3 m (to ft) lower than at present, the Marble Point 
area has risen isostatically about tO ni (54 ft) during the last 4 450 | 150 years. 

Pitted beaches, beaches deposited on ice. a htiricd elephant seal and gravel ridges deposited by ice indicate 
that all of the beaches were formed in a climate like that now found in the area. 

RiisuMK. Oiomorpholape cfitiere. McMurdo Sound. Antarctique. An nord du Cape Bernacchi jusqu'a Granite 
Harbour, on trouve des plages elevees bien developpces, des deltas allttvionnaires. des pavages de galets 
marins et des bancs de rocher laves par les vagues. I.'element d'oiiginc marine ie plus haut qui ail etc 
mesure. une plage cleve.e a Dunlop Island, est a 20 m au-dessus du niveau de la mer. Les plages les plus 
hautes a Marble Point el Cape Roberts separees par une distance d'environ 48 km, sont a une altitude de 
qttelque 20 m. Ainsi la limite marine entre ces deux points est cssentiellement horizontale. l.a plus haute 
plage an Cape Bernacchi, approximativement 4.8 km an sud de Marble Point, est environ 12 m au-dessus 
du niveau de la mer. Des plages elevees bien developpees disparaissent environ 3.2 km an sttcl du Cape 
Bernacchi: il n'y en a pas entre ce point et KoettSitz Glacier. 

Ces plages sont postcVicures a la derniere glariation reconnue dans la partie inferieure de la Wright 
Valley. L'analyse ail t*C d'un elephant de mer enfoui dans une plage de 13 m d'altitude a Marble Point 
indique pour celle-ci un age de 4450— 150 ans. Comme a eette epoque Ie niveau de la mer ctaii approxi-
mativement 3 m plus has que maintcnant, les environs de Marble Poim sont montes isostatiqnement 
d'environ 16 m pendant eette periode. 

Des plages montrant des creux. des plages formees sur la glace, un elephant de mer enfoui et des cretes de 
gravier deposees par la glace indiquent que 1'enscmble des plages a ete forme sous un climat identique a cetui 
qui regnc actuellemeni dans eette region. 

ZLSAMMENFASSI'MIT:. Kiislengeomorpkologie am McMurdo Sound. Antarktika. Yon Cape Bernacchi nordwarts 
bis Granite Harbour wurden gutausgebildete Strandlerrassen. Dellaablagcrungen, marine Steinslrandc 
und von der Brandung bcarbeilele Felsflachen gefunden. Die hochste voiii Meer gebildele Form ist eine 
Strandterrasse auf Dunlop Island, 20 m (67 ft) uber dem Meeresspiegei. Bei Marble Point und Cape Roberts. 
also etwa 48 km (30 Meilen) cntferm, liegen die hochstcn Strandlerrassen ebenfalls ctwa 20 in (66 ft) uber 
dem Meeresniyeau. Die uberste Strandlinie ist deiunacb zwischen diescn beiden Punklen im wesentlichen 
horizontal. Die hochste Strandterrasse am Cape Bernacchi. ctwa 4,8 km (3 Meilen) sitdlich von Marble 
Point, liegt etwa 12 m (40 Ft) uber dem Meeresnivcau. Etwa 3.2 km (2 Meilen) stidlich von Cape Bernacchi 
verschwinden die gut ausgebildeten Strandterrassen und treten bis z.um Koetllitz Glacier nicht mehr auf. 

Diese Terrassen lassen eine Datierung der jungsten im unteren Wright Valley festgestellten Verglei-
scherung zu. Die ^C-Analyse eines See-Elefanten. der in einer 13 111 (44 ft) hohen Strandterrasse bei Marble 
Point lag. crgab fur diese Terrassc ein Alter von 4450 | 150 (allien. Dazujener Zeit der Meeresspiegei etwa 
3 111 (to ft) tiefcr war als heule, hat sich das Gcbiet um Marble Point wahrend der lelzten 4 450+ 150 Jahre 
um 16 m (54 ft) isostatiseh geboben. 

Strande mit Toteislochcrn, Strandlerrassen auf Eis, ein verschiitleter See-Elefant und voiu Eis abgelagerte 
Schuttwalle deuten darauf hin. dass alle diese Strandlbrnien in einem Klima entstandeu. das dem heutigen 
Klima des Gebietes glich. 

INTROni/C.TION 

The area considered in this paper is in east Antarctica, along the coast of south Victoria 
Land, on the west side of McMurdo Sound, between lal. 77 00' and 78 ' 00' S., and long. 
162° and 1650 E. It extends from Granite Harbour in the north to Cape Chocolate in the 
south (Fig. 1). The geoniorphic features described are those found bei ween the marine limit 
and the present shoreline. 
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The field work was carried out between 1957 and 1961. In 1957-58 the writer was em
ployed by Metcalf and Eddy, Engineers, Boston, Massachusetts, who were under contract 
with the U.S. Navy to make engineering studies in this area. The 1958-59 field season was 
financed by the Arctic Institute of North America under International Geophysical Year 
auspices, and the 1959-60 and 1960-61 field seasons by the National Science Foundation. 

" ^ c n , 

Fig. 1. Map showing the localitiex ill the McMurdo Sound area which were studied. 

KINDS OF COASTS FOUND ALONG M C M U R D O SOUND 

The following types of coasts are found between Cape Chocolate and Granite Harbour 
('Nichols, 1963IXI) (Fig. 1): (1) Bedrock coasts (18 km, 11 miles). Found at Gneiss and 
Marble Points, Spike Cape, Cape Bernacchi and elsewhere. (2) Ice-cliff coasts (77 km, 48 
miles). The ice cliffs have been cut in piedmont glaciers (Bowers and Wilson Piedmont 
Glaciers), channel glaciers (Lower Wright Glacier), outlet glaciers (McKay, Ferrar and 
Koettlitz Glaciers), alpine glaciers (Blue Glacier), snowdrift-ice slabs (Gneiss Point) and the ice 
foot (Gneiss Point and between Blue Glacier and Davis Bay). (3) Ice-cored moraine coasts 
(14 km, 9 miles). Found at Cape Chocolate, Stranded Moraines and from the north side of 
Davis Bay to the south side of Blue Glacier. (4) Mantle-rock coasts (48 km, 30 miles). This 
type can be subdivided into the following: (a) alluvial coasts consisting of alluvial aprons and 
fan deltas (Davis Bay, "Broad Delta Bay", between Ferrar Glacier and "Broad Delta Bay", 
and elsewhere); (b) morainal ("Broad Delta Bay") (Shepard, 1937. P- 6 o 7 ) ; (c) elevated 
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beach coastal plains (the beaches may or may not rest on ice (Nichols, io,6i[a], [b])) (Table 
I ) ; (d) talus (Granite Harbour) . 

SNOWDRIFT-ICE SLABS 

Several more or less permanent patches of ice, most of which arc not continuous with 
Wilson Piedmont Glacier, are found in the Gneiss Point area. Their proximity to the glacier 
at first suggests that they are detached stagnant remnants of the glacier. They are, however, 
snowdrift-ice slabs (Wright and Priestley. 1922. p. 151-52; .Nichols, | 1953I, p. 102 05, i960, 
p. 1444-45, 1964)-

The prevailing winter wind is from the south, as proved by the following evidence: (t) 
ventifacts are cut and polished only on their south sides; (2) the sand shadows which form in 
the lee of obstacles occur on the north sides; (3) most of the grains and flakes blown irom 
blocks of marble and other rapidly weathering rocks are on the north sides of the blocks; (4) 
the largest snowdrifts are on the north sides of obstacles; and (5) the lee bedding in the snow 
barchaus on the sea ice invariably slopes northward. 

All the ice slabs that were studied arc on north-facing slopes. This is what would be ex
pected if they were snowdrift-ice slabs, for although insolation is greater on north-facing slopes, 
snow would be deposited in greatest amount there because the prevailing winds are from the 
south. The writer visited several of these ice slabs during the spring before an appreciable 
amount of snow had ablated, and observed that the snow was deeper on north-facing slopes 
than elsewhere. Dirt layers in the ice slabs that were studied parallel the sloping surfaces of the 
ice slabs. This also suggests that they are snowdrift-ice slabs and not remnants of the glacier. 

Fig. 2. -I large and a imall snowdrift-ke slab between Wright Glacier ami Gneiss Point. The scalloped inner margin of the large 
stab may be Hue to nivatim. Onh a small patch of the previous winl/i 's snow remains. The marine limit is a short distance 
above lite inner margins of the slabs (V.S. Savy photograph]. 

The snowdrift-ice slabs between Wright Glacier and Gneiss Point (Fig. 1) extend for 
approxirnaiely 1.6 km (1 mile) along the coast. They slope northward and extend from an 
upland surface down to sea-level. They are below the marine limit and formed, therefore, 
after the highest stand of the sea (Fig. 2). As the sea dropped in relation to the land, the 
snowdrift-ice slabs increased in size, growing outward and downward. They are undoubtedly-
less than 18 m (60 ft) thick. The absence of crevasses and the fact that their surfaces slope only 
15° prove that they do not move. Talus, and fluvial and beach deposits veneer them in places. 
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E L E V A T E D W A V E - W A S H E D StJR FACES 

Elevated wave-washed bedrock surfaces, present at Marble Point, Cape Roberts, Spike 
Cape, Cape Bcrnacchi and elsewhere, are best developed at Gneiss Point (Fig. i ) . Here the 
wave-washed surface, which extends from the marine limit down to the present sea-level and 
for 900 m (3 000 ft) along the coast, contrasts sharply with the area above it (Eigs, 3 and 4). 
An indistinct elevated beach is commonly found immediately above the wave-washed surface. 
Bedrock surfaces, till, and kame and solifluction deposits are found still higher up. An 
occasional elevated pocket beach and thin colian deposits, and residual sand and gravel formed 

F:g. 3. Elevated wuve-ivasfod surfaces and glacial grooves in bedrock al Gneiss Point (U.S. Navy photograph). 

by the weathering of the bedrock after the formation of the wave-washed surface, are found 
in the wave-washed area. Small solifluction lobes and sheets cover some of the uppermost part 
of the area. Also present is fluvial material deposited by streamlets formed by the melting of 
snowdrifts. The fluvial material occurs in thin layers and in fans 1.0-1.5, m (§^~4 ft) l ° n g ar»d 
many centimeters (several inches) thick. Small amounts of silt and sand of eolian and fluvial 
origin are commonly found interbedded in and veneering snowdrifts. Snowdrift morainal 
deposits form when the snow melts and this material is let down. These deposits with their 
micro-morainal topography arc easily identified and are common in the wave-washed area. 
In general, only fine-grained mantle rock is found in the wave-washed area, whereas both fine 
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and coarse mantle rock are found above it, Figures 3 and 4 show chasms with diverse orienta
tion. Most, if not all, of the chasms have been formed by glacial erosion along zones of 
weakness. The upper limit of the wave-washed surface is probably between 18 and 2r m 
(60 and 70 ft) above sea-level. 

Pitted beach 

Grave! 
mounds 

Fig. 4. Map showing the wave-washed surfaces at Gneiss Point anil the elevated beaches just south ttj it. 

ELEVATED MARINE-BOULDER PAVEMENTS 

An elevated marine-boulder pavement on a small promontory between Wright Glacier 
and Gneiss Point (Figs. 1 and 5) is flanked on two sides by snowdrift-ice slabs; inland it 
terminates against till and thin kame-hillock deposits; on the seaward side it is bordered by 
bedrock which extends downward to sea-level. It is found on a llattish area about 100 m 
(328 ft) long and somewhat less in width very close to the marine limit. The boulders have 
been slightly rounded and cover more than three times as much area as does the matrix. 
This pavement was undoubtedly derived from a bouldery till. Elevated beach gravels close 
by are at about the same elevation. The pavement was in a very exposed position when it was 
being acted upon by waves, as the snowdrift-ice slabs which (lank it today did not then exist. 

This boulder pavement can be differentiated from bouldery till and from felscnmccrs only 
with difficulty. The slight rounding of the boulders, the great concentration of boulders, its 
exposed position with respect to the ocean, its gentle seaward slope, its relationship to the 
marine limit and the presence of nearby elevated beach deposits at about the same elevation 
prove its marine origin. 

Another marine-boulder pavement associated with elevated beach gravels is at a slightly 
lower elevation on the peninsula immediately east of this pavement. 
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Fig. 5. An elevated marine-boulder pavement between Gneiss Point and Wright Glacier. 

PREVIOUS W O R K ON ELEVATED BEACHES 

Priestley (1922, p. 442-44; 1923, p. 53-59) and Taylor (1922, p. 22 23) have described 
elevated beaches along the coast of south Victoria Land. Priestley found an elevated bearh 
24 m (80 ft) above sea-level ai Terra Nova Bay. This is the highest beach Priestley described 
and il is higher than any this writer has seen. Priestley also noted the beach ridges at Cape 
Bernacchi and Dunlop Island. Taylor described an elevated beach in Granite Harbour near 
Cape Geology which is approximately 15 m (50 ft) above sea-level. Priestley believed that the 
elevated beaches prove a recent uplift has taken place all along the coast of south Victoria 
Land, and he correlated this uplift with crustal re-adjustnienis resulting from degradation. 

In addition to the elevated beaches, sponge spicules, sponges, diatoms, Foraminifera, 
molluscan shells, echinoid spines, Serpulae, Polyzoa and ocean-bottom deposits have been 
found on Ross Island 49 m (160 ft) above sea-level and at lower elevations elsewhere (Da\id 
and Priestley, 1 9 0 9 ^ . 2 7 5 - 7 7 , 3 0 6 - 0 7 , 1914, p. 266-76; Priestley and David, 1912, p. 808-10; 
Debenham, 1920, p. 51—59)- These organisms are now found in water ol some depth, and 
David and Priestley first thought they indicated a crustal uplift of between 60 and go m (aoo 
and 300 ft). However, later they discarded the idea that the deposits were raised beaches or 
marine deposits and suggested that (1) the deposits might have been pushed upward from the 
bottom of the ocean by glacial ice, or (2) they might have been depositeel on submerged glacial 
ice which had sunk on reaching the ocean because of the weight of the morainal material and 
which, when relieved of some of its morainal load, floated upward (David and Priestley, 1914, 
p. 270-71). Debenham (1920, p. 61-71) suggested that the material froze to the bottom of a 
grounded glacier and that ablation then removed ice from the surface of the glacier. As it was 
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now thinner, it detached itself from the ocean bottom and, with the organisms and marine 
deposits still adhering to it, floated upward. Following this, the water beneath the glacier 
froze to the bottom of the glacier immediately beneath the adhering organisms and ocean-
bottom deposits. By a continuation of ablation at the surface of (he glacier and freezing of salt 
water at the bottom of the glacier, the material slowly moved upward. 

The data obtained by the writer on the altitude of the marine limit from Granite Harbour 
south to Cape Chocolate are in substantial agreement with the observations made by Priestley 
[TQ22, 10,23) and Taylor (1922). They are not in agreement with the much greater uplift 
originally suggested by David and Priestley (1914). 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ELEVATED BEACHES 

The maximum altitudes of the elevated beaches studied by the writer are listed in Table I. 
The following criteria were used to determine the marine limit: (t) ridge-and-swale 

topography commonly characterizes the elevated beaches, but is not found on the mantle-rock 
deposits above them; (2) the area above the marine limit commonly contains large boulders, 
whereas the beach deposits are composed of finer-grained material; (3) silt is present in the 
glacial deposits above the marine limit but it is not common in the better-sorted marine 
deposits below the marine limit; (4) in general, more angular material is found above the 
marine limit and more rounded material below the marine limit; (5) kenyte is not found above 
the marine limit and, except in one locality, neither is basaltic scoria; they arc common below 
the marine limit, however, having been rafted to the area by icebergs and sea ice; (6) many 
of the highest elevated beaches are pitted, whereas the material above the marine limit, with 
the exception of some outwash, is not pitted. 

Beaches formed in polar climates are characterized by features that generally are not found 
on beaches formed in non-polar climates (Nichols, i y6 i [ a ] , [b"|). Of these features some of 
the beaches along McMurdo Sound have the following: (1) They rest on ice (Fig. 6). (2) They 
are pitted (Fig. 7). (3) They have ridges and mounds formed because of ice push and/or 
deposition from stranded ice. (4) They have beach ridges that terminate abruptly because 
glacial ice was present when they were formed. (5) Ice-rafted fragments are found on them. 
(6) They have poorly rounded beach stones. (7) Frost cracks and mounds, stone circles and 
polygons, and solifluction deposits are found on them, (8) The beach ridges may have short 
erosional gaps that were formed by melt-water streams. (9) Ventifacts are present. (10) They 
contain cold-water fossils. 

Solifluction sheets, till, outwash, talus, eolian deposits and bedrock are found above the 
marine limit. Till, outwash, talus and perhaps solifluction deposits have been sources for the 
beach deposits, and the re-working of higher beaches by streams has furnished material for 
some of the lower beaches. Kenyte and scoria, in general, arc not indigenous to the area. 
Their presence on the beaches proves that material transported by icebergs and sea ice is also 
a source for the beach deposits. Elevated ocean-side, bay-side, pocket and bay-mouth 
beaches arc present, together with elevated lomboios and spits. As might be expected, the 
lower beaches are composed of gray gravel, whereas the higher older beaches arc composed of 
somewhat weathered yellow or light brown gravel. Owing to the rapidity of uplift, to the fact 
that the sea is open only for a few months every year, to (he presence of an ice veneer on some 
of the beach stones for part of the time when there is open water and to the presence of an ice 
foot and/or stranded pieces of ice on the beaches when there is open water, the beach gravels 
are not well rounded by wave action. Exfoliation has rounded some of the beach stones but 
only on the upper side. This creates the false impression that wave action was an effective 
rounding agent. 

The beaches are veneered in places by solifluction, fluvial and eolian deposits. Excellently 
developed ridge-and-swale topography is common. Small elongated ponds are found in some 
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TABLE I. ELEVATED BEACHES OF MCMURDO SOUND. SOUTH VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA 

Location 

The Flatiron, 
Granite Harboui 

Botany Bay, 
Granite Harbour 

Devil's Punchbowl, 
Granite Harbour 

Gape Geology, 
Granite Harbour 

0.4—0.8 km 
(0.25-0.5 mile) 
S.W. of Cape 
Geology-

Gape Roberts 

.Maximum 
altitude 

, n ''1 

m 
•4 

•7 

9 

19 

•7 
14 

20 

(47) 

(56) 

(30) 

(63) 

(56) 
(47) 

(66) 

Area— 
dimensions 

Small 

Special features 

Dunlop Island 

Spike Gape and 
adjacent mainland 

Immediately north of 
Wright Glacier 

Immediately west of 
mouth of "Scheuren 
River" 

Immediately east of 
mouth of "Scheuren 
River" 

Immediately north of 
Gneiss Point 

Immediately south ol 
Gneiss Point 

Immediately north ol 
"Surko River" 

Immediately south of 
"Surko River*' 

Marble Point near 
pitted beach 

Eastern tip of 
Marble Point 

Immediately north of 
"South River" 

Immediately smith of 
"South River" 

Cape Bernacchi 

1.6 km (1 mile) south 
of Gape Bernacchi 

3 km (2 miles) south 
of Gape Bernacchi 

South-east of "Broad 
Delta Bay" 

20 (67) 1.6 km (1 mile) 
long; 

0.8 km (0.5 mile) 
wide 

17 (55) 

17 (56) 

20 (64) 

Tied islands and 
elevated toinbolos 

Excellently developed 
beach ridges 

Well-developed beach 
ridges terminating 
against glacier and 
nearly perpendicular 
to it 

20 (64) 

10 

18 

19 

•7 

2 0 

2 0 

' 4 

12 

12 

5 

3 

3 

(65) 

(60) 

(60 

(56) 

(66) 

(65) 

(46) 

(41) 

(4") 

(•7) 

(9) 

( to ) 

Remarks 

Poorly developed 

Individual marine roimd-
stones found 3 m (1 o ft) 
higher 

Undoubtedly goes higher; 
snow prevented measure
ment 

Well-developed wave-
washed bedrock surface 

Described by Taylor (19221 

Elevated beach ridges ter
minating against glacier 
and perpendicular to it; 
elevated wave-washed 
bedrock and marine boul
der pavements 

Elevated wave-washed bed
rock also present 

Elevated wave-washed bed
rock ; highest beach pitted 
in places; glacial deposits 
above beaches badly 
weathered 

Highest beach pitted 

U.S. Navy Survey 

U.S. Navy Survey 

U.S. Navy Survey 

U.S. Navy Survey 

U.S. Navy Survey 

Pile of boulders surrounded 
by solilluction deposits; 
probably an elevated 
beach 

Marine limit may be higher 

Boulder beach 

Rounded boulders 
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Fig. 6 A beach, between Wright Glacier and Gneiss Point, which rests on ice. Snowdrift-ice slabs at the left and an ice foot 
which the beach was deposited, at the right. 

Fig. J. A pitted elevated beach at Marble Point approximately 45 fI {13.7 m) above sea-level. The pits are in General ro-so ft 
(3°-'5-2 m) m diameter and as much as 6ft (i.Sm) deep. 
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of the swales. Deposits 0.6 m (2 ft) or more thick, composed of material notably finer than the 
gravel of which the beach ridges are formed, are common in the swales. These deposits are 
eolian, fluvial, lacustrine and marine in origin. Boulders many feet long surrounded by beach 
gravel arc found in places below the marine limit. They were either deposited by the glacier 
as part of the till sheet beneath the beach deposits or ice-rafted and deposited in relatively deep 
water after the glacier retreated but before the beach ridges were completely formed. They 
also indicate that the beach deposits are not thick. 

During the full-bodied stage ofglaciation, Wilson Piedmont Glacier and others terminated 
in deep water. It seems likely that the oldest beaches were formed close to where the glaciers, 
during their retreat, first uncovered land. With continued retreat and crustal uplift consequent 
on deglaciation, younger and lower beaches were formed. The first beaches were formed at 
the termini of the glaciers, and younger and younger beaches were formed at increasing 
distances from them. Several features indicate that the first beaches were formed close to the 
glaciers. The highest beaches in many places are pitted. Pits are not found in general on the 
lower beaches. This suggests that the pits were formed by the melting of fragments of ice which 
fell from the glaciers onto the beaches and were buried by beach gravels. A gap approximately 
30 m (100 ft) long is found in the highest beach ridge near Marble Point. It seems likely that 
this gap resulted from the erosional activity of a melt-water stream which came from Wilson 
Piedmont Glacier when it was close to the beach. The highest beach in the southern part of 
the mainland near Spike Cape is abruptly truncated on the south. The presence of Wilson 
Piedmont Glacier in the area where the highest beach is not now found, when this beach was 
being formed elsewhere followed by glacial retreat, is responsible for the truncation. The 
absence of the highest beach ridge of the Marble Point area on a kame ridge near the mouth 
of the "Surko River" indicates the presence of a glacier on the kame when the highest beach 
was being formed elsewhere (Fig. 8). 

ELEVATED BEACHES IN GRANITE HARBOUR 

Elevated beaches are found at several places in Granite Harbour (Fig. 1). An elevated 
beach approximately 19 m (63 ft) above sea-level (hand-level survey) is found in a chasm at 
Cape Geology (Fig. l ) , close to the stone hut built by members of Scott's western geological 
party. Extensive elevated wave-washed bedrock surfaces are also found here. A continuous 
elevated beach extends for some distance south-west of Cape Geology. It is 17 m (56 ft) above 
sea-level (hand-level survey) at one point. Toward New Glacier the beach disappears, 
perhaps because the topography near the strand line may be too steep for the formation of 
beaches. A continuous elevated beach approximately 46 m (150 ft) wide and about 0.8 km 
(0.5 mile) long along Botany Bay (Fig. 1) is at least 17 m (56 ft) above sea-level (hand-level 
survey) at one point, and scattered beach stones are as much as 20 m (66 ft) above sea-level. 
It is a well-rounded boulder beach and the upper part, in places, is buried by talus and 
soliiluction deposits. The glacial material immediately above the beach is stained yellow, 
whereas the beach deposits are gray. This color-contrast contact between the two deposits 
appears sharp when seen from a short distance. It is not known whether this difference is due 
to a higher percentage of fine-grained material in the glacial deposits which causes them to 
weather more rapidly and to better retain the limonite produced by the weathering, or 
whether less snow collects on the steeper terrain where the glacial deposits are found, allowing 
more weathering to take place, or whether differences in the age or lithology o('the two deposits 
are responsible." A poorly developed bouldery elevated beach at the foot of The Flatiron less 
than 1.6 km (1 mile) north-east of Devil's Punchbowl (Fig. 1), in places, is 14 m (47 ft) 
above sea-level (hand-level survey) and perhaps still higher parts have been buried by talus 
and landslide deposits. 
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An elevated boulder beach more than 300 m (1 000 ft) long on the south side of Devil's 
Punchbowl (Fig. 1) terminates on the east close to New Glacier; on the west, near the head of 
Devil's Punchbowl, a talus slope replaces the beach. One part of the beach is 9 m (30 ft) above 
sea-level (hand-level survey) but the marine limit could not be determined because of the snow 
cover. The beach is veneered in some places with colian sand and in others by an alluvial fan. 
It is more weathered than any elevated beach seen by the writer along McMurdo Sound. 
The boulders have been rounded by exfoliation and between them is a veneer of exfoliated 
grains and fragments. Neither the location nor the altitude of this beach suggests that it is 
older than the other beaches in the area. It seems likely that the considerable degree of 
weathering is due to the fact that the red granite of which many of the boulders are composed 
weathers rapidly. 
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Pig. H Diagrams showing the development of elevated beaches because of isoslatic rebound, and the formation of pits on tks higkesl 
beach because the terminus of the glacier is immediately adjacent to Ike beach. 
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ELEVATED BEACHES AT C A P E ROBERTS 

Cape Roberts is an elevated complex tombolo. It consists of two tied islands: an area to 
the south-west, against which Wilson Piedmont Glacier terminates, which may be either the 
mainland or another tied island, and connecting beaches (Figs. 1 and 9). Elevated beach 
deposits, wave-washed bedrock surfaces and marine-boulder pavements are found here. The 
highest parts of both tied islands are covered by beach gravels, which are approximately 15 m 
(50 ft) above sea-level. The highest point on the cape is in the south-west area. It is 20 m 
(66 ft) above sea-level and it is also veneered with beach gravels. The two tied islands were, 
therefore, completely submerged during the highest stand of the sea. 
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Cairn EAST 

- Beoco Gravels 
tbm (SI') 

CAPE ROBERTS 

Fig. 9. Map showing the elevated beaches, wave-washed bedrock surfaces and marine-boulder pavements at Cape- Roberts, 
McMurdo Sound. 

An elevated beach approximately 16.5 m (54 ft) above sea-level meets the glacier at right-
angles at the south-west corner of the cape. There is no evidence that the beach has been 
disturbed by a glacial rc-advance. It is not known whether the beach extends beneath the 
glacier or only terminates against it. The latter case would indicate that it was formed when 
the glacier was in essentially its present position. If (he beach extends beneath the glacier, a 
glacial re-advance has taken place since the beach was formed. If the beach docs not extend 
beneath the ice, the terminus of the glacier may have remained in essentially its present 
position since the beach was formed against it, or the glacier may have retreated a certain 
distance after the beach was formed and later re-advanced to its present position, which it 
occupied when the beach was formed. 
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ELEVATED BEACHES AT DUNLOP ISLAND 

Dunlop Island is low-lying, flat, about 1.6 km (1 mile) long and 0.8 km {0.5 mile) wide 
and is separated from the mainland by a narrow channel (Fig. 1). Only elevated bcaeh 
gravels and elevated wave-washed bedrock surfaces are found on the island. It is essentially a 
low expanse of beach gravels. Ridges and swales, in places, arc excellently developed; icc-
raftcd fragments of scoria and kenyte arc very common, and large, well-developed frost cracks 
are prominent in places. The highest point, 20 in (67 ft) above sea-level (as determined by 
hand-level), is covered with beach gravels. 

Many hectares of elevated wave-washed bedrock arc found at the eastern end of the island 
and smaller areas are found elsewhere. No glacial striations were seen, although Hat, glacially 
planed bedrock surfaces were noted. 

WEST 

WILSON PIEDMONT GLACIER 

Beach IIHi (55') 

EAST OCEAN 

Fig. 10. Map showing the elevated beaches, wave-washed surfaces, marine limit, and sotiflnction and structural terraces at Spike 
Cape. McAlurdo Sound. 

ELEVATED BEACHES AT SPIKE C A P E 

The Spike Cape area consists of two islands tied to one another and to the mainland by 
tombolos (Figs, i and 10). The area of the deglaciated part of the mainland is much greater 
than that of the two tied islands. Excellent examples of wave-washed bedrock surfaces and 
well-developed beach ridges arc found on both tied islands. The marine limit on the eastern
most island is 17 m (55 ft) above sea-level. The glacial deposits above the marine limit on 
both islands arc considerably weathered. Pedestal and cavernous rocks, surrounded by grains 
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and fragments resulting from weathering, are common. More than 0.3 m (1 ft) of material has 
been removed from some fragments by weathering. Although the writer did not make a 
careful study of the degree of weathering of the elevated beaches and the glacial deposits above 
them, he believes that the beach deposits were less weathered. If true, this might suggest that 
an earlier series of beaches, formed immediately after the ice retreated from these islands, may 
have been replaced by the present beach system. A careful study of the weathering here should 
be made and the validity of this idea should be tested. 

A well-developed series of elevated beach ridges is also found on the mainland. The 
highest beach at the north end of the mainland area extends approximately 17 m (55 ft) above 
sea-level. The beach ridges here terminate at the margin of the glacier and are perpendicular 
to it (Figs. 10 and 11). Here, as at Gape Roberts, it is not known whether the beaches extend 

• :̂ ;: ̂ ^"""^^'""ES 

•PP 
•*3 ..!*• 

Fig. 11 • Three Imminent beach ridges on the mainland at Spike Cape which terminate against and are peipendicular to the margin 
of Wilson Piedmont Glacier. Glacier in the foreground, snow in the swales between the beach ridges in the distance. 

beneath the glacier. At the southern end of the mainland, also, well-developed beach ridges 
terminate against the margin of the glacier. The two highest beach ridges al the southern end 
are pitted. The largest pits are 8 m (25 ft) across and 1 m (3 ft) deep. Although the beach 
ridges immediately below the highest beach ridge reach the margin of the glacier, the highest 
beach in the southern part of the mainland terminates between 60 and go m (200 and 300 ft) 
from it. There is nothing in the area where this beach ridge is not now found that indicates it 
was once present here but was subsequently destroyed by a glacial rc-advance, Probably this 
beach fails to reach the margin of the glacier because the glacier occupied the area where the 
beach is not found while the beach was being formed elsewhere. This suggests that the beach 
ridges which reach the margin of the glacier do not extend beneath it, and this in turn suggests 
that the terminus of the glacier has been al nearly its present position since these beaches were 
built. 

Wilson Piedmont Glacier nearly reaches the strand line for a distance ol approximately 
366 m (400 yd) immediately south of the deglaciated mainland near Spike Cape. A gravel 
ridge, about 366 m (400 yd) long, up to a m (7 ft) high and in most places less than 9 m 
(30 ft) wide, is found at or near the strand line between the ocean and the terminus of the 
glacier. Although the ridge is more or less continuous, it has gaps which are tens of meters 
long. Elsewhere, small isolated gravel hillocks, as much as t .2 m (4 ft) high, take the place of 
the ridge. Pits and mounds are found on the ridge. The gravel is unweathered and somewhat 
sorted, and the fragments are somewhat rounded. The rounding, and the absence of morainal 
material on the nearby glacier, prove that the gravel is a beach deposit and not morainal 
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material. It is generally only I m thick, as it rests on ice. The nearness of the glacier makes it 
almost certain that this ice is a stagnant piece of glacial ice. The thickness of the ice fragments 
immediately offshore indicates a steep offshore profile. The steep offshore profile and the 
snout terminus of the glacier enabled the waves to throw beach gravel onto the foot of the 
glacier. Following the deposition of the gravels, a small amount of glacial retreat look place. 
The gravels protected the ice beneath them, and an ice-cored gravel ridge with pits and 
hillocks was formed. 

PITTED BEACH BETWEEN W R I G H T GLACIER AND GNEtss POINT 

A pitied beach, in part active and in part inactive and elevated, at the mouth of the 
"Schcurcn River" between Wright Glacier and Gneiss Point (Figs, i and 12), is approximately 
600 m (2000 ft) in length (Nichols, ig6 i j a ] , [b]). Tt is composed principally of poorly 
rounded gray gravel. In some places il is characterized by pits, hillocks and channels, and in 
other places it is fairly Hat. The ridge-and-swale topography which characterizes most 
beaches is almost completely absent. Most of the channels are approximately at right-angles 
to the elongation of the beach. One channel was 15 m (50 ft) long, 5 m (18 ft) wide and 
1-2 m (3-6 ft) deep. Some pits are as much as 2 m (5 ft) deep and 6' m (20 ft) across. Thin 
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Fig. /i». A field sketch showing the pitted and elevated beaches near the mouth of the "Scheuren River" between Ihe terminus of 
Wright Glacier and Gneiss Point. 

deposits of brown fine-grained silt and sand, in most places less than 5 cm (2 in.) thick, cover 
the gray beach gravels in some places and in oilier places arc inlerbedded with them. These 
deposits are of fluvial and lacustrine origin, and the irregular topography on some of them 
proves that they are snowdrift morainal deposits. Talus blocks are found on the beach where 
the topography immediately behind it is steep. The innermost part of the pitted beach is 
slightly elevated in places. However, wave action during the summer months is modifying that 
part nearest the strand line. 
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Immediately inland from the beach a snowdrift-ice slab slopes, steeply in some places and 
gradually in others, from the inner margin of (he beach upward to higher ground (Fig. 13). 
Small ponds arc dammed between this beach and the snowdrift-ice slab. 

Elevated beach 
J 20,!, (61') 

Tafui 
soltfluctiof, and 
bedrctl, slopes 

Pirt band} 

Pitted beach 

/ 
j , Sea-level 

3m (tot) f 

Mjve-cut 
platform an ice 

METERS 
I0O YARDS-

Fig. 13. Diagrammatic sketch showing the pitted bunch located immediately west of the mouth of the. "Scheuren River", resting on 
a snowdrift-ice slab. 

Most, and perhaps all, of this beach has been deposited on and is even now resting on ice 
(Figs. 13, 14 and 15). The writer's impression was that the ice is not composed of small, 
disconnected numerous growlers and/or floes but is a continuous "snowdrift" ice foot. The 
gravel blanketing ihe ice, in places, is 2 m (6 ft) thick. In other places 0.5-1.0 m (2-3 ft) of 
gravel arc intcrbedded in the ice. The intcrbedded gravel indicates that the ice foot took more 
than 1 year lo form. In some places, the beach gravel appears to be thicker than the active 
layer and, if so, the gravel blanket protects the ice and prevents it from melting. In other 
places, the gravel blanket is thinner, for freshly formed cracks resulting from collapse of the 
gravel indicate that the ice below the gravel has recently melted. 

Fig. 14. Photograph showing a part of the pitted beach al the mouth of the "Scheuren River" between Gneiss Point and Wright 
Glacier. 
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K f . /ff. lumbers indicate altitude of marine limit. Marble Point area, McMurdo Sound. 
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Small outlet streams from the ponds behind the beach frequently run across the beach. 
These streams are not strong enough to erode channels in the beach by removing beach gravel. 
However, the pond water at times is undoubtedly above 32°F (o°C), and it seems likely that 
the outlet streams have melted the ice immediately beneath the gravels and in this way formed 

the channels. 
In places, the sea has undercut (he gravel-veneered ice foot so that overhanging cliffs 

extending Tor 3 m (1 o fl) over the water have been formed (Fig. 13). These overhanging slabs 
or gravel-covered ice eventually break off and, where the offshore profile, the winds and the 
currents are favorable, they may drift away. 

ELEVATED BEACHES SOUTH OF GNEISS POINT 

Five prominent elevated beach ridges are excellently developed immediately south-west of 
Gneiss Point (Figs. 1, 4 and 16). The marine limit here is approximately 18 m (60 ft) above 
sea-level (U.S. Navy Survey). Beaches 1, I I I , IV and V (Fig. 4) arc elevated spits which at the 
time of their formation were attached to the north and terminated to the south-west m a 
shallow cove. They indicate a south-westward movement of material. Beach II is an elevated 

bay-head beach. 
The beaches decrease in altitude from north-east to south-west. Beach 11 is 2 m (5 ft) lower 

at the head of the cove than it is 455 m (1 500 ft) to the north-cast. The beaches slope down
ward to the south-west because wave action decreased in strength with increased distance into 
the cove, and because all spits tend to get lower toward their younger distal ends. 

Beach I has well-developed prominent pits; beaches II and III have small, poorly developed 
pits. The pits on beach 1 are near the cove end of the beach in an area approximately 90 m 
(300 ft) long; there arc scores of them. They are sub-circular, less than 4.6 m (15ft.) m 
diameter and commonly 0.3-0.6 m (1-2 ft) deep. 

Five small gravel mounds are found immediately beyond the terminus of beach V and 
three mounds are found immediately beyond the terminus of beach IV. These mounds are 
undoubtedly due to the deposition of gravel on or around ice which has subsequently melted. 
Beach 1 is cut completely across near its terminus by two channels more or less perpendicular 
to the elongation of the beach. One channel is 22 in (73 ft) long, 7 m (24 ft) wide and approxi
mately 1 m (3 ft) deep. It seems likely that the channels were formed by streams running 
across the beach from ponds which formed behind the beach. These small streams were not 
capable of removing gravel but they could have melted ice beneath the gravels. Frost 

racks and frost-crack polygons are also found on these beaches. c 

ELEVATED BEACHES NEAR THE M O U T H OF THE "SURKO R I V E R " 

The best-developed group of beach ridges in the area extends southward from the mouth 
of the "Surko River" for approximately 1 070 m (3500 ft) (Figs. 1 and 16). The group 
includes more than nine beach ridges having a maximum width of 300 m (1 000 ft) (Figs. 1, 16, 
17 and 18). The highest beach immediately north of the river is 19 m (61 ft) above sea-level 
(U.S. Navy Survey) and the highest beach immediately south of the river is 1 7 m (56 ft) above 
sea-level (U.S. Navy Survey). 

The highest beach ridge has a gap approximately 30 m (100 ft) long, while the beach ridge 
immediately below it is continuous. The gap probably resulted from the activity oi a melt-
water stream derived from the glacier when it was not far distant. The absence of a gap in the 
next lowest beach ridge indicates that the melt-water stream, because of glacial retreat, was 
no longer in existence or was no longer an effective erosive agent in this area when the lower 
beach ridge was formed. 

The depth to frozen ground in the beach gravels on 18 December 1957 was approximately 
' 18 in). As this was early in the warm season, it seems likely that the active layer in the o.<s m 
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Fig. 17. Map showing the elevate,/ heach ridges near the month of the "Surko Hiunr" and the kame hillock 0,1 which the highest 
oeach rtdge in this area was no! developed. Numbers indicate marine limit. 

Fig. 18. Aerial photograph of the elevated beaches just south oflhe "Sttrko River". The marine limit is here aMnoximateh tfft 
(iy m) above sea-level (b.S. A'avy photograph). J 

beach gravel is between 0.6 and 1.0 m (2 and 3 ft). Large polygons resulting from the inter
section of frost cracks are found on these elevaled beachc . In places, the cracks are nearly 
filled with wind-blown sand. 

A kame ridge about 275 m (900 ft) long and 60 m (200 ft) wide, approximately 185 m 
(600 ft) from the moulh of the "Surko River" (Fig. 17), is surrounded by a fluvial boulder 
pavement and, during the height of (he melt-water season, it is an island. Two faintly 
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developed beach ridges about 30 m (100 ft) apart are found on its seaward side. The upper 
beach is approximately 14 m (47 ft) above sea-level and the lower about 13 111 (44 ft) above 
sea-level. The highest beach ridge iirmiediately south of the "Surko River" is approximately 
17 m (56 ft) above sea-level. Closely spaced lower beach ridges are approximately 15, 14 
and 13 m (48, 46 and 44 ft) above sea-level (Fig. 1 7). The two beach ridges on the kame ridge 
correlate, therefore, with this latter group and not with the highest beach ridge south of the 
"Surko River". The highest beach ridge of the area, therefore, is not found on the kame ridge. 
The absence of this beach ridge on the kame can be explained in one of two ways. If the kame 
ridge was formed rapidly where the highest beach ridge would normally have been developed, 
the waves and shore currents may not have had the strength to re-work the kame deposit 
rapidly enough to build a beach ridge. Or, if the terminus of the glacier projected out into the 
ocean where the kame ridge is now found, when the highest beach ridge was being formed 
south of the "Surko River", then no equivalent beach ridge could have been formed on the 
kame. 

ELEVATED BEACHES AT MARBLE POINT 

The most interesting and unusual group of raised beaches in the area is at Marble Point. 
Here, raised beaches with the usual ridges and swales are common and so, too, are beaches 
characterized not by ridges and swales but by pits, hollows and mounds (Figs. 1, 16, 19 and 
20) . 

The area containing the pits is about 455 m (1 500 ft) long and 60-120 m (200-400 ft) 
wide. It is, in general, between 14 and 17 m (45 and 55 ft) above sea-level, and it contains 
hundreds of pits (Figs. 7, 19 and 20). They are round, oblong or irregular. Although most of 
the pits arc single, two or more may coalesce and form compound pits. The single pits range 
in diameter from 4 to \<z m {13 to 40 ft). One oblong compound pit is 35 m (115 ft) long. 
Most of the pits are less than 1.3 m (4 ft) deep, although some are as much as 2 m (6 ft) deep 
(Fig. 7). Most of the pits are dry but a few contain water. 
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Black sand immediately underlies a veneer oflight-colored sand in the bottom of one of the 
pits. The black color disappeared when the sediment dried, indicating that the color is not due 
to finely divided organic matter but to finely divided iron pyrite (Johnson, 1925, p. 571-72; 
Twenhofel, 1932, p. 155, 450, 4 5 1 ; Barghoorn and Nichols, 1961, p. 190). 

The pitted beach resembles pitted outwash but the following facts prove that the pitted 
area is an elevated beach and not outwash. (1) No significant topographic break exists 
between the pitted beach and the lower adjoining elevated beaches which are characterized 
by ridges and swales. (2) The sand and gravel in the pitted area arc similar to sand and gravel 
in the elevated beaches characterized by ridges and swales. (3) An active beach with the same 
pitted topography is found near the mouth of the "Scheuren River". (4) The bifurcation of 
the mainland side of the pitted area is what would be expected if this area were an elevated 
beach (Fig. 19). (5) The pitted area is below the marine limit. (6) The material in the pitted 
beach is much better sorted than outwash. 
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Fig. 2U. Map showing the distribution and altitude of the elevated beaches at Marble Point, McMtirdo Sound. 

A hole was dug into the gravels in a mound in the pitted area. Clean ice was encountered 
at a depth of approximately 50 cm (20 in). The ice was penetrated to a depth of n o cm 
(43 in) and the bottom of it was not reached. Another hole was dug in the pitted topography 
about 7 m (22 ft) away. Ice was encountered at 38 cm (15 in) and the bottom of the ice was 
not reached. Only a very minor amount of sand was found in the ice. 

Later, the U.S. Navy, in carrying out engineering studies, removed with a bulldozer 
between 0.3 and 0.6 m (I and 2 ft) of sand and gravel from a part of the elevated pitted beach. 
Hand-digging in the bulldozed area showed that a layer of pure ice was present beneath the 
sand and gravel in an area 185 m (600 ft) long and 21 m (70 ft) wide, and was probably 
present beneath most of the beach. The U.S. Navy blasted a hole in this ice (Fig. 21) and this 
showed that the ice is essentially clean. 2-3 m (7-8 ft) of the ice was penetrated but the 
bottom was not reached. Digging showed that the surface of the ice slab had a relief of at least 
0.6 m (2 ft). Additional digging would probably have revealed a somewhat greater maximum 
relief but not a significantly greater relief. The digging also showed that the surface of the ice 
is low beneath pits and high in the areas between pits. The writer believes that the ice was not 
made up of isolated unconnected fragments, but it was a continuous and essentially flat-topped 
ice foot. 
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A well-developed series of beaches with ridge-and-swa!e topography extends from the 
lower limit of the pitted beach, on both its north and south sides, down to the present-day 
sea-level. These beaches, as far as is known, were not deposited upon an ice fool. 

Fig. si. A hole blasted through elevated pitted beach gravels al Marble Point approximately 14 m {45ft) abore sea-level and 
into the icefoot on which they were deposited. The beach gravels were thick enough to preserve the icefoot during a period in 
which the Earth's crust rose approximately 14 m (45ft) with respect to sea-keel. 

The highest beach in this area is about 20 m (66 ft) above sea-level {U.S. Navy Survey) 
and between 3 and 6 m (10 and 20 fl) above the pitted beaches. It is not pitted. At the time 
the sea was at this position and before this beach was formed, Marble Point (now a peninsula) 
did not exist; in its place was a bedrock island about 915 m (3 oooft) long and 460 m (1 500 ft) 
wide, which was separated from the mainland to the west by approximately 460 m (1 500 ft) 
of shallow water. Sea-level slowly dropped following the formation of this beach and a large 
ice foot was formed. This ice foot was approximately 460 m (1 500 ft) long from east to west, 
61 in (200 ft) wide from north to soudi at its eastern end and 122 m (400 ft) wide at its western 
end. It tied Lhe island to the mainland. Following the formation of the ice foot, a layer of 
gravel 0.6 m (2 ft) and more thick was deposited on it by wave action on both its southern and 
northern sides. However, the central part of the western end of the ice foot, because of its 
great width, was either not buried or only thinly buried (Fig. 20). Following this, sea-level 
dropped slowly to its present position and a series of lower elevated beaches with the normal 
ridge-and-swalc topography developed. 

Meanwhile, that part of the ice foot which had not been veneered or had been only thinly 
veneered with gravel melted away, leaving a depression. Where the gravel veneer was 
somewhat thicker, some of the ice below it melted and the pitted area was formed. An elevated 
pitted beach which bifurcates near the mainland to the west was thus formed. 

This is an interesting example of ice-fool permanence, considering its age. It is preserved 
due to the thickness of the protecting blanket of sand and gravel. Had the gravel been every
where 1.3 m (4 ft) or more thick, the ice foot would have been preserved without any melting 
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if the climate since its formation had been at no time warmer than at present. In this event no 
pits and hollows would have been formed. 

A complete skeleton was found buried at Marble Point in beach gravels 13 m (44 ft) above 
sea-level (U.S. Navy Survey) and about 305 m (r 000 ft) from the present shoreline. Barbara 
Lawrence, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, has idenlified the 
skeleton as that of an elephant seal. It was approximately 3 m (to ft) long (Fig. 22). The 

Fig. 22. An elephant-seal skeleton 3 m (10 ft) lung which was buried al Marble Point in beach gravels now 13.4 m {44ft) 
allow sea-level and approximately fjo^ rn (1 ouuft) from the modern strand tine. Dried skin covers a pari of the skeleton. 

bones were almost entirely chocolate brown. A very small part of the skeleton, however, 
which was perhaps not buried, had hecn bleached white. Dried-out hide covered the spinal 
column and parts of the ribs. Hair was found on the lower but not on the upper side of the 
skeleton, A very slight odor was noticeable. 

Although elephant seals can crawl for considerable distances above sea-level, they cannot 
bury themselves in beach gravel. This elephant seal, therefore, must have been buried by wave 
action shortly after its death. The beach where the skeleton was found has a very Hat profile, 
and this, together with a consideration of the si/.e and weight of the animal, indicates thai it 
must have been buried very close to the high-tide mark. The age of the seal, and therefore 
of the beach, as determined by a radiocarbon-age analysis is 4450 (-150 years (Olson and 
Broecker, 1961, p. 150). The highest beaches are perhaps a few thousand years older. They 
roughly correlate, on the basis of their degree of weathering and erosion, with the Trilogy 
deposits in the Wright Valley (Nichols, io.6i[c|) and therefore they post-dale the youngest 
glaciation of the area. 

There is as yet no good agreement concerning the changes of sca-lcvel during the past 
5 000 years. However, the latest [4G dates of organisms and planls that lived close to sea-level 
in relatively stable areas indicate thai 4 4 5 0 ^ 1 5 0 years ago, when the elephant seal at 
Marble Point was buried with beach gravels by wave action, sea-level the world around was 
approximately 3 m (toft) lower than at present (Shcpard, 1964). This indicates that the 
Marble Point area has risen isostatically about 16 m (54 ft) during the last 4 4504^150 years. 
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ELEVATED MARINE DEPOSITS NEAR THE M O U T H OF THE " S O U T H R I V E R " 

The marine limit immediately north of the "South River" is approximately 14 m (46 ft)* 
above sea-level (hand-level survey) (Figs. 1, 16 and 23). The marine limit about 0.8 km 
(0.5 mile) south of the mouth of the "South River" is approximately 12 m (41 ft) above sea-
level (hand-level survey) {Fig. 23). These are the lowest, marine limits measured in the whole 

[6̂ F"| Ice-rafted \Z'*'2 Elevated beach 
•* fraqfnents 

[TTS| Deltaic depotdi t.'.'Vl Out wash 

F ^ l Vfdget" ""Ch E 3 r ' " 5 - Location cf Skeff* 

Fig. 23. Map showing the elevated beaches, the pitted and mounded outwash, and the dissected uplifted dellak deposits near the 
mouth of the "South River". 

area. It is not known whether they are due to a southward tilt of the marine limit, to a delayed 
retreat of the glacier in this area, or, in the case of the 12-m (41-ft) marine limit, to a rapid 
deposition of considerable quantities of outwash after the glacier retreated from this area, 
which prevented the development of the higher beaches. 

A broad expanse of elevated beaches, more than 305 m (1 000 ft) wide, is located im
mediately south of the "South River" (Fig. 23). Iec-raftcd scoria is more common on these 
beaches than on those farther north, because they are closer to the sources of the scoria. 
Immediately above these beaches is a large area of pitted and mounded outwash. A small 
marine cliff has been cut in the outwash and an elevated bay-mouth beach is attached to it on 
the south. Topographically, there is little to differentiate this pitted outwash from pitted 
beaches. However, identification is made certain by the absence of scoria on the outwash, by 
the presence of silt in these deposits and by the marine cliff cut in them (Fig. 23). 

Three small mesas composed of sediments are found near the moulh of the "South River" 
(Fig. 23) (Nichols, 1963th]). The highest point on these mesas is approximately 11 m {35 ft) 
above sea-level (hand-level survey), and they stand as much as 5 m (15 ft) above the bottom 
of the channels which separate them. They have been formed because of the dissection of a 
continuous blanket of deposits by the "South River". These deposits are composed mainly of 
sand and silt, and more than 5111 (15 ft) of them are exposed. They are stratified, ripple-
marked and cross-bedded, and they slope gently seaward. 

* Owing to a snow cover on land and to the presence of sea ice and growlers, this figure may be somewhat 
in error. 
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A silt layer, approximately 4 m (14 ft) above sea-level (hand-level survey), and another, 
approximately 6 m (21 ft) above sea-level (hand-level survey), are filled with thin fragile shells 
(Fig. 23). Dr A n h u r H. Clarke, J r . , of the National Museum of Canada, Ottawa, has identi
fied (hem as Adamussium ailbecki (Smith 1902). This is an abundant eircum-Antarctic pecten 
which has been found living in water from 4 to 700 m {13 to 2 300 ft) deep (Soot-Ryen, 1951, 
p. 16-19). 

The fine-grained nature of the sediments in which the shells are found and the distribution 
of Adamussium colbecki indicate that they are uplifted, shallow-water offshore deposits. An 
uplift of more than 6 m (21 ft) is indicated. 

The mesa sediments extend up to 1 r m (35 ft) above sea-level. The surfaces of the mesas, 
like the sediments, slope gently seaward. Gravel is found on these surfaces but not scoria. 
These facts suggest that the lower, finer-grained mesa sediments are the marine facies of a 
delta of the "South River", and thai the upper coarser-grained sediments are the subaerial 
facies of the delta. Inland from the mesas are several patches of gravel similar to that found 
on the tops of the mesas. These patches undoubtedly were once continuous with the gravel on 
the mesas. 

An elevated surface, sloping gently seaward and separated from the nearby mesas by 
abandoned channels, is located immediately seaward from the mesas. This surface, at its 
highest point, is more than 7 m (24 ft) above sea-level (hand-level survey). Beach ridges and 
swales are not found on it, but the abundant ice-rafted scoria and other kinds of ice-rafted 
fragments prove the marine origin of both the surface and the sediments immediately beneath 
it. This surface stands out in sharp contrast to those on the mesas; it is covered with a great 
abundance of large, ice-rafted angular fragments, whereas the surfaces of the mesas are almost 
devoid of them (Fig. 23). This supports the belief that the deposits on top of the mesas are 
subaerial and the deposits on top of the sloping surface are marine. 

The marine limit, therefore, is lower at the mouth of the "South River" than it is im
mediately north and south of the river. The marine limit would be lower at the mouth of the 
"South River" if the Wilson Piedmont Glacier projected farther seaward here at the time the 
marine limit was being formed. Precisely such an extension would be expected because the 
glacier would be thicker and therefore moving forward faster in the valley than elsewhere. 

BEACHES BETWEEN C A P E BERNACGHI AND C A P E CHOCOLATE 

Beach deposits up to approximately 12 m (40 ft) above sea-level are found at Cape 
Bernacchi (Fig. 24). Immediately above this material, solifluction deposits occur. If any 
higher beaches were ever formed here, they are therefore buried by solifluction deposits. 
Water-washed and water-rounded bedrock suriaccs that are probably due to wave action are 
found immediately below. 

Less than 1.6 km (1 mile) south of Cape Bernacchi, a well-developed beach ridge 5 m 
(17 ft) above sea-level was noted (Fig. 24), and the marine limit may be even higher here. 
Approximately 3 km (2 miles) south of Cape Bernacchi on the north side of "Broad Delta Bay" 
a boulder beach approximately 3 m (9 ft) above sea-level is found. This beach can be 
identified by (he very large boulder on it (Fig. 24). Still farther towards the head of "Broad 
Delta Bay" a beach ridge approximately 2 m (6 ft) above sea-level is found (Fig. 24). At the 
head of "Broad Delta Bay" morainal topography unmodified by wave action extends down 
to the modern shoreline, and the coastline is irregular because no straightening by wave action 
has taken place. 

On the south side of "Broad Delta Bay" north-west of the eastern end of the Kukri Hills 
(Fig. 24) an alluvial apron is found along the coast. A line of rounded boulders approxi
mately 3 m (10 ft) above sea-level and parallel to the shoreline protrudes above the alluvial 
apron. The boulders are more rounded than the fragments on the moraine immediately 
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inland from the alluvial apron. It is unlikely that they were rounded by the melt water which 
deposited ihe alluvium, as they protrude 0.5 m (18 in) above it. They may have been rounded 
by wave action and, if so, indicate a small amount of uplift. Although a careful search was 
made for raised beaches, none were found between these boulders and Cape Chocolate, and 
there is no other evidence here that sea-level was higher than now at any time since the last 
deglaciation of the area. 0.8 km (0.5 mile) south of Blue Glacier (Fig. 1) there is a marine cliff 
approximately 9 m (30 fl) high. 1-3 m (3- to ft) of topset beds crop out in the upper part of 
the cliff, and there are more than 6 m (20 ft) of glacial ice immediately below these beds. 
These forcset beds, although found on the coast, do not indicate uplift, as they were formed in a 
kettle-hole pond which rested on ice (Nichols, 1966. p. 27). 

CAPE BERNACCH! 
beach gravels 
E m (40') above sea-level 

well developed 
beach Tidqe 
5m (17') above 5ea-level 

boulder beach 
3 m (9') above sea-level 

915m 1830m 2745m 
3000 ' 600tf 9000' 

Fig. 34. A map showing the location of the elevated beaches in "Broad Delta Bay 

At the head of "Broad Delta Bay" Priestley found what he thought was a raised beach 
(David and Priestley, 1914, p. 273; Wright and Priestley, 1922, p. 442-43; Priestley, 1923, 
p. 56-57). He wrote: "At the seaward end of the Dry Valley of the Taylor Glacier, one of the 
writers found a gradually sloping beach in which numerous shells aiPecten colbecki and Anatina 
elliptica and of Lima together with other organic remains, such as the legs of Decapods and 
other crustacea, were embedded in considerable numbers up to 9-12 m [30-40 ft] above sea 
level at least. The greater portion of the immediate surface deposit at this spot consisted of 
fine silt distributed by the thaw-water of the streams from glaciers further up the valley. 
Where these streams had cut down several centimetres [a few inches] into the marine deposits 
of the beach, however, the fragments of marine organisms were numerous, and there can be no 
doubt at all that here, at the entrance to the Taylor Valley, a true recent elevation of the land 
has taken place." 
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The writer investigated the area. The feature Priestley described is an alluvial fan, not a 
raised beach. This is proved by the following: (i) Immediately up-stream from the feature 
there is a sizable ravine, in which a melt-water stream flows during the summer months. 
(2) There arc no raised beaches in adjacent areas. (3) Beach ridges and swales are not found on 
the feature. (4) It is fan-like in shape. 

The marine organisms buried in the fan, as much as 9-12 m (30-40 fl) above sea-level, may 
be explained in two ways. First, they are light and could easily have been transported by wind. 
Moreover, Priestley wrote that all of the organisms are shallow-water forms. It seems likely, 
therefore, that these organisms could have been deposited on the modern beach by waves, 
blown by wind up onto the fan and buried by the deposition of alluvium on the Tan by melt-
water streams. Secondly, the moraine at the head of "Broad Delta Bay" could contain marine 
organisms if it had been deposited by a glacier that moved across McMurdo Sound (Nichols, 
1965, p. 441). Such a glacier could pick up marine deposits and organisms from the bottom 
of McMurdo Sound and glacial deposition would result in a fossilifcrous moraine. Erosion by 
melt-water streams could result in alluvial fans lhat contained marine organisms. The 
presence of deep-water marine organisms in Priestley's fan could probably be explained only 
by this mechanism. Moreover, the presence of only broken fragments of the marine organisms 
in the fan also favors this explanation. As Tar as the writer knows, no marine organisms have 
been found in the moraine at the head of "Broad Delta Bay". They should be looked for. 
In this connection it is interesting to note that Professor T. L. Pewe, Arizona State University, 
collected some pectens near the modern high-iide mark on a beach at the end of Taylor Dry 
Valley (lat. 77 35' S., long. 1650 30' E.). These pectens were found to be 4 000 ± 2 0 0 years 
old by the Lamont Geological Observatory, Columbia University, Palisades, New York (Olson 
and Broecker, 1961, p. 149 50). If these shells were eroded from the moraine at the head of 
""Broad Delta Bay"—and their age suggests this as a possibility then the Koenliiz glaciaiion 
was a little more extensive than Pewe (i960, fig, 8) originally thought. 

A fan delta is located on the south side of "Broad Delia Bay" (Fig. 24). ft is found im
mediately down-stream from a ravine cut in the large moraine at the mouth of Taylor Valley. 
The ravine and fan were formed by the melt-water stream that runs during the summer 
season from the bottom of the ravine across the fan. A series of non-paired fluvial terraces 
have been cut in it. It terminates on its seaward side in a marine clifflet about 1 m (3 ft) high, 
the base of which is approximately at present-day storm-tide level. The exact position of sea-
level when the fan was formed is not known, as no top.set beds were seen. However, the 
absence of raised beaches in adjacent areas suggests that the fan was formed at approximately 
the present position of sea-level. Moreover, the absence of raised beaches in the areas adjacent 
to the fan indicates that the dissection of the fan and formation of the terraces were not due to 
uplift. Perhaps with the passage of time the stream at the bottom of the ravine became under
loaded because less and less material was furnished to it. This would have resulted in the 
dissection of the fan and in the formation of non-paired terraces. Similar fan deltas are found 
south of Blue Glacier, on the north side of "Broad Delta Bay" and elsewhere. 

Speden (i960), in an interesting and instructive paper, has described a similar fan delta 
in the Cape Chocolate area (Fig. 1). He wrote that the delta covers a marine bench located 
approximately 9 m (30 ft) above sea-level. Differentiating between a buried marine bench 
and a buried fluvial bench is not easy. Speden has not described any features of this surface 
that prove it is of marine rather than fluvial origin. He has apparently called it a marine 
bench because according to the literature it would appear that a 6-9 m (20-30 ft) marine 
bench is widespread around McMurdo Sound. He noted that 6 in {20 ft) and 12 m (40 ft) 
benches at Cape Bernacchi and a 6 | m (20+ ft) bench at Taylor Dry Valley have been 
mentioned by David and Priestley (1914, p. 84, 95). However, the writer in his field work 
found no evidence for these benches. Moreover, the elevated beaches at Marble Point and 
elsewhere descend from approximately 18 m (60 ft) above sea-level to the present coastline 
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without any significant break in slope (Fig. 18), The writer, therefore, docs not believe that a 
marine bench approximately 9 m (30 ft) above sea-level is widespread in the McMurdo 
Sound area, and docs not feel there is any evidence for its existence at Cape Chocolate. 
Spedcn (i960, p. 209) also mentioned the presence of a 9 m (30 ft) beach. The writer, how
ever, after a careful study found no elevated marine topography at Cape Chocolate with the 
possible exception of the cliffs cut in the delta and the beach in front of it. 

Marine clifflets cut in glacio-fluvial deposits, till and ice are found at Davis Bay (Spcden, 
i960, p. 212, 214), at "Broad Delta Bay", on the south side of "Broad Delta Bay" and north
west of the eastern end of the Kukri Hills, between Blue Glacier and Davis Bay, and elsewhere. 
The bases of these cliffs are found at approximately storm-tide level. The cliffs are too small 
to have required for their formation any significant still-stand of sea-level at its present 
position. 

The fact that elevated beaches 20 m (66 ft) above sea-level occur at Marble Point, whereas 
only 13 km (8 miles) to the south-west in "Broad Delta Bay" no elevated beaches are found, 
requires explanation. It is certain that beaches have not been formed in this part of "Broad 
Delta Bay" only to have been buried later by alluvium, talus or solifluction deposits. More
over, the coastal topography is not everywhere so steep that beaches could not form. Nor can 
poor exposure, short fetch or shallow offshore profile explain their absence. It seems likely 
that the coastal areas from "Broad Delta Bay" to Gape Chocolate were covered until very 
recently with the expanded Koettlitz, Blue and Ferrar Glaciers. The deglaciation of the area 
has taken place so recently, and the mass of ice removed during it has been so small, that no 
significant uplift has taken place, and elevated beaches, therefore, do not occur. Moreover, 
the presence of perennial fast ice at the head of "Broad Delta Bay" following dcglaciation 
would also have helped to prevent the formation of elevated beaches (Nichols, [g6g[a]). 

EOLIAN DEPOSITS 

A small eolian deposit extends fairly continuously for more than 0.8 km (0.5 mile) from 
the south side of Marble Point nearly to the mouth of the "South River" (Fig. 16). The 
deposit is found both above and below the marine limit. It is a thin veneer, in most places only 
1 m thick. The good sorting, the absence of large fragments on and in it, the presence of sand 
shadows on the lee side of obstacles and of sand drifts on their windward side, and its presence 
in places where only wind could have carried it, prove its eolian origin. 

The deposit is found on both gentle and steep slopes and in hollows on both the windward 
and leeward sides of outcrops. Small climbing dunes are found in the southern part of the area. 
Here, their development is favored by winds from the south and by a steep slope that trends 
north-east to south-west and follows the shoreline. Little melt-water drainage crosses these 
deposits. Miniature frost cracks and frost-crack polygons approximately 3 m (10 ft) in 
diameter were noted. Eolian deposits are probably formed in this area in early winter, when 
the snow cover is not extensive but when the winds are strong. 

The fact that this deposit is found only near the strand line strongly suggests that both the 
modern and the elevated beaches nearby are sources for it. Several hundred yards south of the 
eolian deposit, the modern and elevated beaches make a broad expanse of sand and gravel. 
The "South River" Hows over these deposits, continually re-working them and adding to them, 
so that additional material is constantly being made available for the wind. 'I'he eolian deposit, 
in part at least, was derived from this area. This is proved by the following: (1) the strong 
winds come from the south, as indicated by the presence of sand shadows on the north side of 
obstacles, and this area is south of the eolian deposit; (2) the eolian deposit thins to dis
appearance to the north; and (3) this area is the best source for eolian deposits. Disintegrating 
marble and other rapidly weathering rocks provide an additional source. As might be 
expected, ventifacts are found on the nearby elevated beaches. They are cut on the south 
side only. 
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A still smaller coarse colian deposit on the south side of Marble Point near its eastern 
terminus (Fig, 20) buries the beach deposits and, in places, il has been slightly rc-worked and 
thinly veneered with finer-grained fluvial material. A mechanical analysis of this deposit 
showed that it contains 13 per cent of the granule sizes and, therefore, is much coarser than the 
average eolian deposit (Twenhofel, 1932, p. 221 ; Nichols, i g6 i [b ] , fig. 3-33). The analysis 
proves that the winds at times are exceptionally strong. 
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